
BUSINESS PROCESS PRESENTATION

Download pre-designed business process diagrams and layouts for business presentations including attractive slides
that you can use either in Microsoft.

However, in order for your diagram charts to look attractive and professional you should ensure two things in
your slide visualization: Ensure the diagram is well readable, by having all shapes aligned with enough white
space. How to change the text to an attractive diagram In just three simple steps we designed a creative neat
chart. Get inspired and experiment with your slides! Business process improvement works by identifying the
operations or employee skills that could be improved to encourage smoother procedures, more efficient
workflow and overall business growth. Here is an example of using a simple 3 step horizontal flowchart, but
any other chart can be redesigned following our example. The diagram shows the concepts in the pre-designed
surface are Plan, Do, Check, Act and perform. The standard shape proportions, standard looking arrows. We
decided to go with large rectangles â€” as we have enough space on a slide, so we can make shapes bigger and
have enough white space inside the shape too. The same way you can show various business models and
company processes. Add icons and some additional design elements If you aim for the neat and professional
look, try to add something more, than a color. Use PowerPoint to Make a Stylized Process Flowchart Business
Process Flow Chart Illustrated in PowerPoint [SmartArt slide makeover] Presenting a business process or
various information flow models in an organization are common topics whether you are from a corporate or
small business world. Business process improvement is a management exercise in which enterprise leaders use
various methodologies to analyze their procedures to identify areas where they can improve accuracy,
effectiveness and efficiency and then restructure those processes to realize the improvements. So, the
PowerPoint presentation need clear cut design that ensures the utmost engagement of the viewers and the
messages should penetrate to the minds of the people. The purpose of the presentation is that to convey the
ideas into the viewers or beneficiaries. The folded ribbon star diagram is perfect for the presentation of five
topics or elements. So using diagrams to show the processes and models is no doubt a better way to present.
Get inspired by our slide makeover example of the simple SmartArt flowchart. We decided to go with a
simple example of the business process or values of the particular company. Make diagram elements easier to
read and understand by creating a visual association to key process element by adding pictogram symbols. The
color combination and color mixture create an astonishing appearance to the PowerPoint template. To improve
the quality of the products or services that produced through these processes. You just need some practice. We
chose double simple arrows, which contrast with the colors of rectangles. The methodologies commonly used
to support business process improvement activities within an enterprise include Six Sigma, Agile
management, Lean management, Kaizen and Total Quality Management.


